
Flexible Integration of 
XRechnung and ZUGFeRD

Case study



Electronic document exchange is becoming the standard. With i‑effect®, Kazenmaier Fleetservice 
integrated the option to generate new invoice formats with one click from existing applications. 
menten accompanied the sometimes complex adaptations of the backend until the successful prac‑
tical launch of the new file formats.
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„We had special requirements for the new solution, 
which limited the choice of provider,“ reports Tobi‑
as Krahl, IT manager at Kazenmaier. In order not 
to complicate the IT infrastructure and to continue 
using existing applications, the new tool had to fit 
seamlessly into these existing processes. Instead 
of generating the new formats from the individual 
print programs, the tool had to access the central 
data table for this purpose.

Kazenmaier‘s IT implementation partner iTEC knew 
menten GmbH and contacted them. It quickly be‑
came apparent that i‑effect®, thanks to its modular 
structure, would be flexible enough to work in the 
technically challenging situation. „We didn‘t need 
a graphical user interface, but wanted to integrate 
via interfaces on the physical tables,“ explains soft‑
ware developer and consultant Georg Schiendziel‑
orz from iTEC.

To reduce the risk for Kazenmaier and iTEC, men‑

ten offered Georg Schiendzielorz to test i‑effect® 
free of charge. In a proof of concept, he could check 
whether the technologies actually harmonized and 
the handling met his expectations. His conclusion: 
„menten has a very good solution on offer that was 
perfect for our application.“

Challenge:  
Grown infrastructure
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In the shortest time to the first go‑live
It took about eight weeks from the decision for 
i‑effect® to the first dispatch of the new invoice 
formats. „The internal coordination and preparati‑
ons took a little longer,“ recalls Tobias Krahl. Ho‑
wever, the internal preparation time was import‑
ant, he says. „You should get clarity on your own 
invoicing requirements and make sure that your 
own systems are ready for the implementation.“ 
At Kazenmaier, this meant installing the latest OS 
version and setting up a suitable test system befo‑
re implementation.

IT partner iTEC took over the integration of i‑ef‑
fect® into the backend and the configuration. Ge‑
org Schiendzielorz is convinced of the application 
itself, only the online documentation could be im‑
proved in his view. „You can tell that it was written 
by experts who assume a lot of knowledge.“ His 
feedback was particularly valuable to menten. Af‑
ter all, Kazenmaier was one of the first customers 
of the new invoice formats and the feedback from 
the field helped to optimize the instructions.

i‑effect WebControl
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In the shortest time to the first go‑live

For Tobias Krahl and his colleagues in accounting, 
there was no sign of the technical challenges. „I 
simply had to install the application. To my one or 
two questions, menten has always responded qui‑
ckly.“ Now the employees use their familiar appli‑
cation environment. They use check marks to indi‑
cate once in which format the documents should 
be generated for a customer. Not only public aut‑
horities, but all customers can choose between 
different electronic document formats.

Fit for future 
developments with new technology

„In the future, this will be a service advantage for 
us,“ Tobias Krahl is certain. „Digitization is playing 
an ever greater role and at some point electronic 
invoice formats such as ZUGFeRD will simply be 
expected by business partners.“
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As a brand‑neutral leasing company, Kazenmaier 
Fleetservice GmbH offers digitized leasing solu‑
tions and full services for e‑vehicles, thermal ve‑
hicles, hydrogen cars and bicycles in the service 
bike model. One of the company‘s focal points is 
the operationalization of government subsidy pro‑
grams for the German government‘s electromobi‑
lity market ramp‑up. By cooperating with the Fe‑
deral Ministries of the Environment and Transport, 
Kazenmaier is one of the first leasing companies to 
enable its customers to access subsidies for elec‑
tromobility without detours or effort.

About Kazenmaier 
Fleetservice GmbH
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Challenges

Solutions

Benefit

As a business partner of public institutions and authorities, Kazenmaier is obliged to 
convert its invoice format from PDF to XRechnung. Existing processes should be chan‑
ged as little as possible and existing applications should continue to be used.

In cooperation with iTEC Services and menten, Kazenmaier implemented i‑effect®. 
The existing applications were only minimally changed in the front end, and the neces‑
sary technical changes were integrated into the systems in the back end.

Today, Kazenmaier can comply with the legal requirements for document creation with 
just a few clicks. At the same time, the company is strengthening its service: because 
new invoice formats (XRechnung, ZUGFeRD) can be offered to all customers with the 
new technology. Anyone who settles accounts with public‑sector customers is now 
obliged to send and receive electronic receipts in an approved format. Since Kazenmai‑
er regularly works with public institutions and authorities, the company was affected 
by the change in the law. The PDF invoices it previously used did not meet the require‑
ments. Instead, the company had to switch to XRechnung and ZUGFeRD.
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© 2019 menten Software LLC. All rights reserved. i‑effect® is a registered trademark of menten Software. 
All other company, brand or product names may be registered trademarks of their respective owners. of another owner. Errors excepted.

menten Software LLC

615 Cape Coral Pkwy W Ste 106 
Cape Coral, FL 33914 USA

+1 (239) 842‑1030

info@menten.com 
www.menten.com

Managing director: Ralph Menten 

Additional Information & Setup 

For a free 30‑day trial and detailed feature overview  
of the modules: www.i‑effect.com 

Phone: +1 (239) 842‑1030  
Email: info@menten.com   

menten Software is aimed at medium‑sized IBM Power Systems users in all  
industries. Since 1989, the team has focused on the development of server‑based 
IBM i standard solutions. Service and maintenance, system technology and hardware  
sales flank the IT services around the server family.


